for Manufacturing
Take manufacturing
into the 21st century.

The manufacturing industry is challenged to remain compliant and accelerate production
in a lean environment. Surface takes your business one step further - it’s small enough to be
mobile, powerful enough to chew through ever-increasing amounts of data, and big enough
to get work done.

Design Review Collaboration

On the Warehouse Floor

Being tethered to a desk is neither fun nor
productive. With Surface, designers and product
managers are free to move onto the factory floor,
share and collaborate with integral team
members, and can still view and edit complex
design files.

Your workers and supervisors need great tools to
manage production on the floor. Surface devices
fit seamlessly into your existing Windows
environment and offer multiple input options –
keyboard, touch, pen or mouse. Set Surface near
each station or affix it to be permanent or event
“checked-out” with incredible 3rd party accessory
options.

Surface Pro 3 runs Windows desktop apps
Surface Pro 3 is the ultimate workhorse
with Intel® Core™ processor
Edit designs and take notes with
the Surface Pen1
Connect to an external monitor
using the Mini DisplayPort

Durable casing for working in tough
environments with great 3rd party
accessory case options
Interact using the touchscreen,
keyboard Covers, mouse, or pen
Instant-on means work gets done faster
Surface Pro 3 runs Windows desktop apps
1Comes

with Surface Pro 3

Activate Field Workers
Field workers need durable, reliable, and easyto-carry equipment that will connect them to
the warehouse or office. Surface allows field
workers to access data and corporate files in
real-time within a secured environment. Teams
can solve problems efficiently with seamless
collaboration and real-time contact, despite
loud working environments or dispersed teams.

Ultra-durable casing for working
in tough environments
Interact using the touchscreen,
keyboard Covers, mouse, or pen
Instant-on means work gets done faster
Surface is designed to be lightweight
with long battery life for ultimate mobility

Product of 2013: Microsoft Surface Pro 2
“ Best
There have been a lot of great products released
in 2013. However, none of them set the standard
for the future of computing devices as much as
the Surface Pro 2 does.”
- examiner.com

Accessories
Device Stand

Maroo’s no-slip stand is ideal for supporting
Surface desktops. The adjustable height
and viewing angle makes it great for
multiple workers throughout the day and
the base accessory tray keeps desktops
organized and uncluttered.

Protective Mobile Sleeve

Mobile sleeves—like the Incipio Capture
case w/ convenient 360-degree rotating
handle and adjustable strap—provide peace
of mind in the manufacturing world.

Work Station Kiosk

Enclosures like these from ArmorActive
provide opportunities to secure the device
as a workstation kiosk. Assigned Access can
also lock down apps and help guarantee
greater security.

Manufacturing Apps
Design Review
Siemens JT2Go
3D Viewer for JT

Field Worker
Apriso
Avanade Cloud Energy
Field Engineer
Iconics Mobile HMI

